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The new Edition 3 of GC/Works/1, the Government
conditions of contract for building and engineering works,
came into use on 1st April 1990. Bearing little
resemblance to the previous edition first published in
1977, Edition 3 has introduced a number of important
new features. In addtion to being widely used for
Government work, the new contract is likely to be
adopted by local authorities and by those private
employers favoring the firm control offered by the new
conditions. Written by one of the country's leading
experts on the contract, this book provides a clause by
clause commentary and legal background for all those
who need to understand the new form.
This book provides a comprehensive commentary
and guidance to readers on the current edition (1999
Edition) of General Conditions of Contract for Civil
Engineering Works (the "General Conditions"), which
the Hong Kong Government uses for all its civil
engineering contracts. The book describes 46 out of
90 clauses in the General Conditions and their
practical application, with explanations in plain and
simple language under such headings as
Commentary, Analysis and Application. The listing of
equivalent clauses of the more user-friendly English
ICE Conditions and the international FIDIC
Conditions together enables the readers to
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understand the meaning of the General Conditions
from a different context. For those readers who find it
easier to read in Chinese, the translation will help
them to compare with and understand the original
English text. The book is therefore useful to
students, consulting engineers, surveyors and
lawyers who want to understand more about the
Hong Kong construction practice.
Dispute boards were first introduced almost 20 years
ago. Since then close to $100 billion US dollars
worldwide has been spent on construction projects
that have used dispute boards. Of these, 98% were
constructed without any court battles and of the
remaining 2%, the dispute board decisions were
upheld by either arbitration and/or the court: a truly
impressive record. Yet very little is known about
what dispute boards are and how they operate. This
book provides the knowledge necessary for those
actively involved in dispute board work as well as for
those who need to learn the process. Important
features of the book include: analysis of the
differences between dispute adjudication boards,
dispute resolution boards and combined dispute
boards in-depth discussion of both the existing and
historical international case law on dispute boards,
including its history under the British common law,
European civil law and Muslim Shar?’ah law
analysis of the differences between the various
major standard forms of dispute board rules – FIDIC,
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International Chamber of Commerce and
DBFederation - along with sample wording to add to
or modify these forms as needed. analysis of how
referrals are made to dispute boards and sample
forms. an in-depth discussion of the ethical
requirements relating to dispute board members
comparison of board selection techniques with
guidelines for implementation and recommendations
for the parties sample forms for use in establishing a
dispute board discussion of site visits, how they
should be conducted and sample forms general
forms for use in operating a dispute board, form
agendas, form reports and their use how to use a
dispute board as a sounding board for grievances in
depth discussion of how to write a decision or
recommendation with examples of actual dispute
board decisions and recommendations disclosure
forms, questionnaires for potential board members,
and comparison of board member agreements and
sample forms a discussion of how to effectively use
witnesses and the preparation and presentation of
witness statements in dispute board hearings forms
of notice and procedural rules governing the
operation of dispute boards international case
studies with claims, responses and decisions
analysis of situations requiring the removal of
dispute board members and form agreements for
their removal discussion of the use of dispute boards
in areas other than construction.
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A research study was conducted to examine the
methods being used by selected Federal agencies, State
Departments of Transportation, and Cities to address
time in their contract documents. The data for this study
was obtained by review of construction contract general
provisions as provided by the various contracting offices.
This study examines the general conditions provisions of
various owner, compares and analyzes each type of
clause, and makes recommendations on fairness of the
clause to both parties to the contract. The information
derived from this study can be used as reference
material by those agencies in the process of, or
contemplating, revising their current contract documents
concerned with time in construction contracting.
The new third edition of the General Conditions of
Contract for Construction Works (the GCC 3rd Edition
2015) will replace the GCC 2010. By clarifying certain
contract administration procedures and refining some of
the risk appropriation clauses, amongst other things, the
new GCC 3rd Edition 2015 states that the Contractor's
time risk allowances must be indicated on the
Programme of Works. It also permits the Contractor to
suspend the Works if the Employer fails to make
payment on a payment certificate, and includes delay
and cost due to excepted risks as an entitlement that the
Contractor may claim. A Variable Performance
Guarantee is added to the list of securities and it allows
for the selection of inflation indices that are appropriate
to the type of Works to be carried out.The amendments
and use of simpler and more concise wording in the
latest edition should also ensure that GCC 3rd Edition
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2015 will remain relevant in the future and will provide
supportive contract administration and the equitable
appropriation of risks. The GCC 3rd Edition 2015 are to
be used with the contract documentation format as
prescribed by the Construction Industry Development
Board in the Standard for Uniformity in Construction
Procurement and in conjunction with SANS 1921 to set
out the requirements and constraints relating to the
manner in which the contract work is to be performed --
Publisher's description.
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